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モパイルネットワークセキュリティ情報提供フレームワーク

川口信隆l東雄介l田原慎也2塩津秀和l重野寛1岡田謙一l

モバイルネットワークにおける問題点の 1つに，エンドユーザが利用前にネットワークのセキュリティ
状態を知ることが難しいことがある.この問題を解決するために我々はCMSF(CooperativeMobi1e Network 
Securi旬lnformationFrame Work)を提案する.CMSFでは，実際にモバイルネットワーク内の端末に備わっ
ている IDSからのログを CMSFサーバで集約，解析することでモパイルネットワークのセキュリティ状
態を求める.CSMFをベースとしたワーム検知システムの評価により， CMSFの有効性を確認した.
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Oneof也eproblems wi血mobi1enetworks is the lack ofsecurity information ofthe networks. Oifferent from 
organization and home networks， the security measures and conditions of mobile networks are usually unknown 
to the end凶 ers.To tackle these issues， in白ispaper， we propose CMSF: Cooperative Mobile Network Security 
lnformation Distribution Framework. In CMSF，血eCMSF server analyzes logs問 ceivedby 10S， which are 
equipped wi由hostsin mobi1e networks， and computes曲esec町ityconditions of the mobile networks. By the 
preliminary experiments of CMSF b蹴 dworm detection sy御 m，we have confinned出ee能ctivenessof our 
貸出nework.

1 Introduction 

Today， mobile networks血atenable mobile users to∞n-
nectぬ theIntemet with high・speedhas become popul町.

Many organizations and facilities provide the mobile net-
work services in various 1ωations such as stations， shops， 
restaurants， airports and so on. 
However，di偽rent合'omorganization and home networks， 

users usuaIly do not know the security and management 
condition of the networks. For example， whether security 
facilities suchぉ firewallsand 1 DS are properly managed 
and whether attacks occur in the networks are unknown to 
the end users before entering the networks. This is because 
administrators of the mobile networks usually do not an-
nounce the information ofthe security condition ofthe net-
works in real-time.Even ifthey do， the credibility of such in-
fonnaion can not be necessarily authenticated for end users. 
Then， users may enter a network filled with attacks without 
any prior protections and su百erserious damages. 
To tackle the issues， we propose a合ameworkwhich pro-

vides the infonnation of the security conditions of the mo-
bile networks by出ecooperation of mobile users. We name 
出isframework CMSF (Cooperative Mobile Network Secu-
rity Distribution Framework) [1]. the CMSF does not rely 
on the official announcements合omthe administrators to 
obtain the security conditions. Instead， the CMSF accumu-
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lates security logs合'Omthe personal security modules of 
end users who actually use the networks， and analyzes也e
security condition合'Om出elogs. Today， due to the improve-
ments of computation powers of PCs， many mobile devices 
町eequipped wi白血epersonal sec町itymodules such邸

IDS， anti-virus softwares and pe回onalfirewalls. The CMSF 
utilize the modules and make it possible to回 cksecurity 
condition ofthe networks in real-time. The analyzed results 
are dis甘ibutedto users who want to know which networks 
are secure. The CMSF takes the difference between per-
sonal security modules and network IDS managed by ad-
minis甘atorsinto the consideration to compute the reIiable 
results. Using the CMSF， a mobiIe user伺 nknow出ese-
curity condition of mobile networks and choose the most 
appropriate network for the user. 
As an appIication of CMSF， we show the CMSF based 

detection method of network wonns that propagate in由e
mobiIe networks. Through the compu旬rsimulation experi-
ments， the effectiveness ofthis method is confirmed. 
The following sections are organized asぬIlows.In sec-

tion .2， we introduce related works about Distributed IDS 
and worms. We propose CMSF in section 3. In section 4， 
we describe the CMSF based wonn detection method. We 
evaluate the penonnance of this method in section S. Sec-
tion 6 concludes this paper. 

2 Related Works 

2.1 Distributed IDS 

Distributed IDS is a IDS composed ofheterogeneous IDS 
which monitor various points of interest such as networks 
and hosts. The CMSF is a kind of Distributed IDS since 



various mobi1e devices cooperate to evaluate the security 
condition of mobile networks. Stuart Staniford， ~t.al. stated 
the need of aggregation and analysis of the logs合ommany
IDS positioned in various networks for the measurement of 
the network anomalies and detection of distributed attacks 
剖 anearly stage [2]. Since then， there have been many 
works that have modeled the decen回 lizationand cooper-
ation framework of firewall， IDS and any security facili-
ties. DOMINO [3] is a distributed intrusion detection sys-
tem也剖enablesfast portscan detection by gathering packet 
logs企omvarious domains. S.Stolfo， et.al. proposed a co・
operative distributed intrusion detection system [4]. 
The most ofthese works have focused on the cooperation 

of IDS or firewalls which are managed by adminis住atorsof 
domains. As long as we know， the CMSF is出efirst work 
that focuses on the cooperation of personal security mod-
ules of end users to analyze the security statuses of mobile 
networks. 

2.2 Worm Detection 

the conditions ofthe networks will change by minutes. There-
fore real-time tracking of the conditions is required. 
Figure 1 shows the overview of the CMSF. The CMSF 

h白血efollowing three steps. 

1. First， personal security modules ofuser devices in出e
mobile networks periodically send the security logs 
to出eCMSF Server. The CMSF Server is a server 
responsible for collecting， analyzing and dis凶buting
the results to end user. The CMSF Server is provided 
and managed by the organizers of the CMSF. 

2. Second， On receiving the logs， the CMSF Server an-
alyzes them and computes出esecurity conditions of 
the mobile networks. 

3. Third， users who want to know the security conditions 
of mobile networks access to也eCMSF Server. The 
CMSF Server retums the analysis results and judges 
whether the user can use the networks safely by com-
paring the status of users devices wi血theattacks de-
tected in the networks. 

Cooperation ofdetection systems will achieveast detec-We will describe the details of each steps in the later sec-
tion and etTective containment ofworms. Kostas G.Anagnostalis， tin~c: 
et.al. proposed a worm immunization framework [5] in which 
each worm detection agent starts scans only when threat 
level ofworm propagation exceeds a threshold. Jayanthku-
mar Kannan， et.a1. proposed collaborative firewall f加ne-
work [6] to contain worms in early stage ofthe propagation. 
As mentioned above， these works use the加gescale de-

tection systems managed by domain adminis回 torsand are 
di鉦erent合omo町 workin this point. In addition， although 
many works [7] [8] have modeled and simulated the prop-
agation of network worms in various environments such as 
the Intemet， ente叩risenetworks and ad-hoc networks， as 
long as we know， this paper is the自rstwork that focuses on 
the propagation of worms in the mobile networks. 

3 Cooperative Mobile Network Security 
Information Distribution Framework 

3.1 Overview 

The objective of the CMSF is to provide mobile users 
with security conditions of mobile networks by collecting 
security logs合ommobile devices and analyzing them in 
real-time. We assume mobile networks which are managed 
by various providers such as HostSpo脂. The CMSF does 
not rely on the official announcements from administrators 
of the mobile networks. This is because the administrators 
unusually open the information to end users. In addition， the 
ability of network managements of the administrators are 
not necessarily reliable. Moreover， in the worst case they 
themselves might be malicious. Instead， the CMSF obtains 
logs from users who actually use the networks. Therefore， 
the CMSF can ana)yze the condition ofthe mobile networks 
independent ofthe policies and the abilities ofthe adminis-
trators. 
In addition， since various users including users who have 

infected devices enter and leave the mobile networks in tum， 

3.2 Generation and Transmission of Security 
Logs 

The自白tstep is the generation and transmission of secu-
rity logs. Mobi1e devices equipped with sec町itymodules 
periodically send the security logs白atmay show the exis-
tence of worms， poはscans，malicious packets to血eCMSF
Server.百leCMSF Server receives the logs合'ommany users 
and conducts security analysis. 
So， the CMSF needs cooperation of end users. Due to出e

recent improvements of computation power， many mobi1e 
PCs have personal firewall and lDS modules. Users who 
join由eCMSF install the agent program that obtains secu-
rity logs仕omthe modules and sends them periodically to 
血eCMSF server. Since users use various security modules， 
出eformats of logs will be different for each other. There-
fore the agent should convert the formats so that the CMSF 
server can deal with them. Here， we call a mobile device 
that joins the CMSF and sends logs as CMD (CMSF Mo-

bi!eDevicりanda personal security module run on CMD as 
PSM. 

DifTerent from network IDS managed by network admin-
istrators， there are the following issues about the reliability 
and penormance ofCMD and PSM. 

• PSM run on the CMD on which various user appli・
cations are active. Some of the applications and ser-
vices may have vulnerabilities. So， CMD themselves 
can be the targets ofattacks. IfCMD is compromised， 
CMD may send forge logs to the CMSF server to de-
feat the framework. 

• PSM is active only when its CMD is in the network. 
Therefore， when there is no CMD in a network， secu-
rity log about the network are not transmitted and the 
security condition of the network is uncertain. 
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• The so町 cedata血ata PSM can use for attack detec-
tion are limited since a CMD is usually able to cap-
卸reonly出eunicast packets destined for the CMD 
and broadcast packets and therefore， the detection ca-
pability of PSM may be lower白anthat of network 
IDS managed by network adminis位ators.

How to deal with these issues is important to make the CMSF 
robust and reliable. We will show some examples of the so・
lutions in later sections. 
ln each仕組smissioninterval Ttrar凶 logsare仕組smitted

合omCMDto曲eCMSF server.百leselection ofTtrans is a 
tradeoff between the network overhead and quality of real-
time analysis. As Ttrans increases， the network overhead 
decreases but the false positive rate and the false negative 
rate will increase. lf many logs are generated in a short time 
period， logs should be compressed and only the summary is 
回 nsmitted.For example Tang，et.al. proposed an effective 
log compression method [9]. 

Figure 1: Overview of CMSF 

3.3 Analysis of Security Logs 

The second step is the analysis of security logs. The 
CMSF server analyzes the logs received from CMD to de-
tect attacks in mobile networks. However， as mentioned 
above， the logs aI官 notalways reliable. Some of them may 
be already tampered by attackers. Or， malicious CMD may 
send forged logs. So， there are cases where some CMD says 
that an attack occurs in a network while the other CMD says 
that there is no attack in the network. 
Therefore， the CMSF server uses a threshold-based scheme 

to estimate whether attacks really occur. Assume， at time 
T the Server receives logs from N CMD in a network and， 
each CMD sends one log. Each log shows whether an attack 
occurs or not in the network at time T. Np of N logs show 
the occurrence of the attack and the other Nn (= N -N p) 
logs show the non-occuπ'ence of the attack. 

In this case， the CMSF server determine whether an at-
tack occurs as follows. 

1. If N
"

さ TH，，， the serverestimates that the attack 
really occurs. 

2. If N"く TH" and N，. ~ T H"， the server estimates 
that the attack does not occur. 

3. If Np く THpand Nnく THn，由eoccuπence of 
the attack is unknown to由eserver. In this case， the 
estimation at time T -1 is used again. For example， 
if the server estimated an at旬ckoccurs at time T -1， 
the server estimates that the attack still continues at 
timeT. 

THp組 dTHn are the.thresholds of log analysis. As Np 

increases， the false positive rate increases and the false neg-
ative rate decreases. Also，ぉ Nnincreぉes，false negative 
rate decreases and false positive rate increases. 

3.4 Distribution of Analyzed Results 

The third step is the distribution of the analyzed resu1ts to 
the mobile users who would like to know the security con-
ditions of mobile networks. We assume the request users 
devices are not always equipped wi也 anyPSM. This is be-
ca凶 e，some users cannot intaU PSM in their mobile devices 
forvarious時鎚onsbutwant血einfonnation of security con-
ditions of mobile networks. Whether the CMSF server ac-
cep臼 theusers who do not send logs and con甘ibuteto the 
合ameworkdepends on the policy of this server. 

Which Networks conditions a user wants to know will de-
pend on the location of the user. For example， if a user is 
in a railway station， the user will want to know the condi-
tions of networks near the station. When an attack occurs 
in a network， whether the attack is really harmful to a user 
may depend on the status of the user's mobile devices since 
most attacks exploit the vulnerabilities of specified operaト
ing systems， appliωtions and network services. Then， the 
CMSF server should show the customized security condi-
tion for each user according to the devices status. As there 
are more serious attacks that exploit the vulnerabi1ities of 
a user device， the security condition of the network for the 
user should be worse. 
The communication between the CMSF server and a mo-

bile user U is as follows. 

1. When U wants to know the security conditions ofmo-
bile networks which are at location L， U accesses the 
CMSF server and sends the position information of 
L. In addition， U also sends the status of U's mobile 
devices S to the server. S should contain the attribute 
of the device such as settings of the OS， installed ap-
plications， active services， update logs and so on. 

2. On receiving the information from U， the CMSF server 
retrieves the analyzed results of mobile networks 10・
cated at L合omdatabases. Then， the server uses S to 
assess the vulnerabilities of U s device and compares 
the vulnerabilities with the attacks in the networks. 
Finally the server computes the security condition of 
each network and retums to U. 

3. Using the resu1ts， U will enter the most secure one 
among the networks in L or just refrain from entering 
any network when there is not enough secure network 
toU. 
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Toobta泊血einformation from出eCMSF server， U must 
join any networks to connect to出elntemet. Therefore， if 
U joins the network filled with attacks， the U s device may 
be compromised before U obtains血einformation and cus-
tomizes血esecurity level of the device to an approprici剖e
level or leaves the network. Therefore U should take the 
following three ways to prevent such situations. 

1. U is at L and 卸値也esecurity level of the device to 
highest level where the most network ports are closed， 
the network services are down and the communica-
tion wi出 anyhost other血anCMSF server is not al・
lowed. Next， U enters a mobile network at L and ob・
旬inssecurity condition. Finally， U se包血esecurity 
level to血eappropri剖eone or leaves for the more se-
cure networks at L according to血einformation from 
血eCMSF Server. 

2. U is at L and obtains information by some means 
other than the use of mobile networks. For exam・
ple， if U has a mobile phone由atcan connect to白e
Intemet， uses the phone to access the CMSF Server. 

3. U preliminarily obtains the information when U is at 
the location L' other than L and uses a trusted net-
work such as an organization network or home net-
work at L'. Then， U goes to L and enters the most 
secure mobile network at L. 

With the自白tway， U can obtain the latest information with-
out any other network devices or equipments. The second 
way needs means to connect to the Intemet securely and 
the additional cost can be high. The third way may lack 
the real-time information of mobile networks since while U 
moves合omL' to L， the security condition might be greatly 
changed. Therefore， if U needs real-time information， the 
first and second way訂eappropri剖e.1 f U wants to know 
only the long-term conditions ofthe networks， the third way 
may be reasonable. 

In addition， since end users may be unfamiliar with net-
work security issues， visualization of the security condition 
is one of the requi問 mentsto make the CMSF serviceable. 
We are now developing a visualization tool [10] [11]曲at
overlays the security conditions and location of mobile net-
works to a digital map. 

4 CMSF based worm detection method in 
the mobile networks 

In this section， we wi1l show a worm detection method in 
mobile networks based on CMSF. 

Most of network worms exploit one or some vulnerabil-
ities of the network applications and services. Assume one 
host， which is already infected by a worm， enters a mobile 
network. If many hosts in the network have the vulnerabil・
ities the worm can exploit， the worm will infect the hosts 
and stay in the network for long time after original infected 
host leav鎚 thenetwork. On the other hand， ifthe portion of 
vulnerable hosts in the network is enough small， the worm 
can not infect other hosts and will vanish from the network 
when the original infected host leaves the network. It is 

therefore not easy to estimate whether worms exist in a mo-
bile network at a moment. The precision of estimation will 
depend on the percentage of wlnerable ho蜘， the number 
ofhos臼inthe network and the infection speed. 

Infected hos臼 usua11yconduct aggressive and discrimi-
nate address scanning to find wlnerable hos包. The most 
wonns conduct local subnet scans伽.ttarget on悦 local
addr白 sspace邸 wellas global address scans [7]. Many of 
existing detection methods use the behaviours to detect the 
existence of worms. Since CMD is able to cap刷reonly the 
packe包 des血児dfor itself and broadcast packe包， PSMwiU
use the ARP request packets to detect the address scanning. 
The ARP request packet is a broadcast packet used to re-
solve a given IP address (target address) to a MAC address. 

When an infected host scans local address space， many 
ARP reques包血at甘Yto resolve unused IP addresses will 
be broadcasted. Then， when the阻rgetaddress is unused， 
曲epacket will be re位ansmittedseveral times. Therefore 
PSM can detect the scanning hos包byfinding hos白山atsend
many ARP reques包 forthe same address in a short time 
interval. 

Since various CMD may install various PSM， the prob-
ぬility九can(S，t)也ata PSM detec包 ascanning host伽 t
sends S ARP request packets per second when t seconds 
p邸 sessince the start of scansis as follows. 

-n(s，m) A-H 
X(s)=m --1一(1)

P…(川

A is the size of address space of a network and H is the size 
of the used address space. m is a threshold of the scanning 
rate. For example， when s > m and Hくく A，the scan will 
be detected after about 1 second on average. Also， when 
s = 1， m = 10 and H くく A，the scan wil1 be detected 
after about 10 seconds on average. 

Notice， in general， a scanning host is not always an in-
fected host. The host may just scan the network for other 
re踊ons.However， if some hosts in a network conduct scans 
in a time period Wd， worms will exist in the network. There-
fore most of PSM will detect the existence of wonn when 
血enumber ofscanning hosts Nscan in Wd exceeds a白resh-
oldTHworm. 

In each TtranR' CMD sends whether wonns exist in白e
network to曲eCMSF server. Also， ifCMD itselfhas been 
attacked directly， some infonnation about出efeatures of the 
worms such as the旬屯etports and services are sent at the 
same time. Then， the CMSF server estimates the existence 
of the wonns according to the threshold-based scheme de-
scribed in Section 3. 

5 Evaluation Experiments 

In this section， we will show the efTectiveness ofthe CMSF 
based wonn detection method by computer simulation ex-
periments. 
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5.1 Evaluation Condition 

In也isexperiments we assume one mobile network. Var-
ious hosぉincludingCMD， infected hos臼 enterand leave 
the network in tum. In血issimulation， the condition of the 
network takes one ofthe two statuses; the wonns exist or no 
worm eXlsts. 

Table 1 shows the parameters and initial values. Most of 
白epa百neterstake血edefault values in all simulations and 
some parameters紅'evaried according to each simulation 
condition. 

We assume a C class network and then the address space 
allocated to mobile devices is 250. At the start of simula-
tions， we assume there are 20 hosts in the network. Since 
Renter and Rleave take the same value， the average number 
of hosts in the network is 20. Each host stays in the net-
work for 2000 sec on average. Rcmd is the percentage of 
the mobile users who join to the CMSF. Rworm is the per-
centage of hosts which are already infected when entering 
the network. Also we assume CMD does not send forge 
logs unless the CMD is infected by the worms. 
In this simulation， we have evaluated， Matching Rate， 

False Positive Ra旬 (FPRate) and False Negative Rate (FN 
R蹴e).Matching Rate means the percentage of time由at
the analyzed results by曲eCMSF server match the ac同al
condition of the network. For example， when a simulation 
time is 100 sec and the to旬1time where the analyzed re-
sults match the real condition is 70 sec， Matching Rate is 
0.7(=70/100). FP Rate is the rate of the time the CMSF 
server estimat白血atworms wi1l exist al由oughno worm 
exists in the network in fact. Also， FN rate is the rate of 
the time the CMSF server estimates白紙wormdoes not ex-
ist but algthough there wonns exist in fact. False positive 
estimate can happen when all CMD， which detect the ex-
istence of worms， leave the network， and then all infected 
hosts leave the network before new CMD enters. In this 
C筋 e，出enumber ofCMD wi1l be under T Hn and the CMSF 
server keeps on estimating that worms still exist in the net-
work. False negative estimate can happen when the number 
of detected scanners does not exceed T H.ωorm or CMD is 
infected before detection and send forged logs which assert 
there is no worm in the network. 

In the experiments， we have conducted 2 types of simu-
lations by varying Rcmd and Rvul・Thesimulation time is 
100000 sec. 

5.2 Simulation Results 

5.2.1 The e宵ectofRr.md 

Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the Matching Rate and FP/FN 
Rates with various Rcmd respectively. The Matching Rate 
increases as Rcmd increases. Next， FN Rate decrease as 
lむ市nclincreases. To contrary， FP Rate increases when Rr.mtl 

is between 0.0 and about 0.04， and after Rr.md passes 0.04， 
FP Rate decreases as FN Rate. When R(:nul is 0.1， the FN 
Rate is about 0.2. In this case， since the Rmtl is 0.2， when 
the CMSF server announces there is no worm in a network 
and a user enters the network， the probability the users de-
vice is infected by worms is up to 0.04 (= 0.2・0.2).There-

fore， it can be said CMSF is successful in preventing hos旭
丘ombeing infected by worms with small Rcmd・

5.2.2 The effect of Rvul 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the Matching Rate and FPIFN 
Rates with various Rvul respectively. As Rvul increases the 
Matching rate increases and the FN Rate decreases. This is 
because，鎚Rvulincreases， the number of infected hosts in-
creases， and出en出eprobability由atthe number of detected 
infected host by PSM exceeds T Hworm becomes higher錨

a result. Therefore， it can be said the CMSF is effective 
against worms伽 texploit恥 vulnerabilitiesof m吋ornet-
work services and applications， such as the Windows RPC 
Service vulnerability exploited by MSBlast and Sasser. 
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Figure 2: Matching Rate wi血 vario凶 Rcmd
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Figure 3: FP/FN Rate with various Rcmd 

Figure 4: Matching Rate with various RfI1tl 
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I'able 1: The p紅白ne旬rsand default values 

Parar附 er I Explanation I default value 

Nh the number of hosts in the network at the start of simulations 20 hosts 

Renter 出eprobability that 1 host enters the network per each second 0.011 sec 
Rleave 出eprobability由at1 host leaves the network per each second 0.011 sec 

Rcmd the ratio of CMD to the all mobile devices 0.1 

九M併 m 血eprobability曲atan entering host is already infected 0.01 

九}ul 血eratio ofvulnerable hosts to the all mobile devices 0.2 
A entire addI右ssspace in the network 250 

Ttrans the interval to send logs to the CMSF server 1 sec 
THplLHn 由e血resholdsof log analysis 
w 出e也resholdof scan detection 

THω併前 出e由resholdofworm detection 
日'd 出ewindow of worm detection 
s the number of scans per second 

G.l4 r-字 句

0.12 

ia.t¥ 匡E
D.Dq k 

Figure 5: FPIFN Rate with vairous Rvul 

6 Conclusion and Future works 

In this paper， we have proposed CMSF: Cooperative Mo・
bile Network Security Information Dis甘ibutionFramework. 
In出is合amework白eCMSF server obtains security infor-
mation of networks from users who actually use the net-
works and have mobile devices equipped with personal se-
curity modules. Then the server analyzes the condition of 
networks合omthe information and distributes the results to 
users who want the knowledge of which networks are se-
cure. Also， we have described the CMSF based worm de-
tection method. Through simulation experiments， the effec-
tiveness of the CMSF have been presented. 
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